Redox reactions are the heart of function in biological systems. Using a deceptively simple toolbox, consisting largely of first row transition metals and the 20 canonical amino acids, nature has evolved proteins that contain cofactors with reduction potentials (E°) between +1 V and −1 V. Chemists have long known that ligands to transition metals mark-edly alter E° of the metal, often in a systematic way. A set of such trends is much less clear in metalloproteins. In PNAS, Hosseinzadeh et al. (1) used azurin, a blue copper protein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, as a framework that can be rationally modified to shift E° of the embedded metal site between +0.97 V and −0.95 V [all potentials are with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)]. Tuning E° over such a large range was made possible using five (or fewer) nature-inspired mutations and substitution with CuII or NiII.

Copper sites carry out many redox roles in biological systems. Functions of type I sites include single electron transfer (ET) reactions (e.g., plastocyanin) and substrate oxidation coupled to dioxygen reduction (e.g., laccases) (2). The unique properties of type I sites have been recognized since the 1950s, and those properties have been manipulated in a great many ways (3). In addition to its striking blue color, type 1 Cu centers display E° values that are generally higher than for CuII in water (E°'II = 0.16 V), ranging from 0.18 V (stelacyanin) to almost 0.8 V for fungal laccase (4), and ≥1 V estimated for ceruloplasmin (5). This large range of E° is even more remarkable given the structural similarities of the proteins and the ligand sets (two His, one Cys, and a more weakly bound Met; Fig. 1). Mutations to Cu-ligating residues have major effects on spectroscopic and redox properties (6, 7), but we now know that exquisite tuning of E° is made possible by differences in the surrounding (outer-sphere) amino acids, mainly in terms of hydrophobicity and polarity (8).

For example, introduction of several Phe groups around azurin-Cu, without changing the native Cu-ligands, can increase E° by almost 100 mV (9).

Lu and coworkers (10) previously demonstrated that E° (CuII) in azurin could be tuned between ~0 mV and 640 mV with mutations to only three residues. The relative contributions of each mutation also were delineated in that work. Importantly, mutation to the weakly coordinat-ing Met121 (Met121Leu and Met121Gln) induced ±50-mV changes to E°, respectively. Those changes are modest, but other mutations to the outer-sphere residue Asn47 and Phe114 contribute additive changes to E°, enabling tuning over a 600-mV range. This feat was impressive, but a modified protein with E° approaching 1 V was still out of reach.

In PNAS, Hosseinzadeh et al. (1) extend the above work to produce a modified azurin with E° = 0.97 V, which is the highest potential ever reported for azurin-Cu, and among the highest reported for any type 1 Cu site. A site with such a high E° value was produced by the addition of only two nature-inspired (Fig. 1) outer-sphere mutations (Met44Phe + Gly116Phe) to Azurin-Ser/Phe114Asn/Met121Leu azurin (10). These researchers call this new protein high-potential azurin (HPAz). The mutations strongly affect the reduction potential of the embedded Cu site and have relatively small effects on other characteristic type I spectroscopic signatures (i.e., the protein’s vivid blue color and EPR properties). The ability to tune the reduction potential
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of embedded sites without completely changing the electronic properties of that site is a great advance.

In their original work (10), Lu and co-workers (Fig. 1) mutated azurin Met121 to a hydrophobic residue, which was inspired by P. cinnabarinus laccase. They also mutated to Asn47 to Ser, which is observed in T. ferrooxidans rusticyanin. The residue in that site forms a hydrogen bond with the Cu-ligating Cys-sulfur, which consequently affects $E^\circ$. A unique feature of azurin is that bulky Phe114 promotes an interaction of the Cu with an oxygen from a backbone amide. Replacement of Phe114 with smaller Asn alters this interaction and further increases $E^\circ$ (CuII). In the present work (1), the Met44Phe was made in a further analogy to rusticyanin and laccase (Fig. 1). Note that Met44 in azurin aligns with Gly392 in P. cinnabarinus laccase, but the next residue is Phe393. Finally, HPAz is completed with the Gly116Phe mutation, similar to the situation for P. cinnabarinus laccase. It is likely that the spectroscopic features of the Cu site are preserved in the quintuple mutant because all mutations derive from structurally related type 1 Cu proteins.

Reactions of HPAz-Cu with the small molecule oxidant hexachloroiridate (Na$_3$IrCl$_6$) are described (1). These reactions are important not only because they help confirm the high $E^\circ$ of HPAz but because the kinetics parameters also can shed light on the ET properties of the Cu site. Type 1 copper sites have rapid ET self-exchange ($\text{AzCu}$)rate constants (11), consistent with a small amount of nuclear reorganization [from the semiclassical ET expression (12)]. ET reactions between proteins and small molecule redox reagents can be analyzed using the Marcus cross-relation (13) (Eq. 1). A cross-rate constant ($k_{12}$) of 175 s$^{-1}$ for oxidation of 0.7 mM HPAz-Cu by 1 eq of IrCl$_6^{2-}$ is reported (1). Using the equilibrium constant from the relative reduction potentials ($K_{12}$ = 0.05), the known self-exchange rate constant ($k_1$) for IrCl$_6^{3-}$ to IrCl$_6^{2-}$, and $f \sim 1$ (13), we calculate that the HPAz self-exchange rate constant ($k_{22}$) is $\sim$3,800 s$^{-1}$. This value is close to the value for WT azurin (11). In addition to maintaining spectroscopic features of the type 1 site, the outer-sphere mutations introduced by Hosseinzadeh et al. (1) do not dramatically alter the ET kinetics parameters for the metal site.

$$k_{12} = \sqrt{k_1 k_{22} K_{12}}$$

Little is known about the redox properties of Ni-substituted azurin mutants. The properties of the WT protein were recently investigated in detail, including work on the electronic properties of the Ni$^{2+}$ and Ni$^{3+}$ forms and electrochemical ET parameters (14). Under identical conditions, Ni-azurin undergoes ET reactions about 25-fold slower than Cu-azurin. Much more work is needed to evaluate the activity (or stability) of these highly reducing sites. Importantly, Hosseinzadeh et al.’s work (1) opens new doors for investigating the properties of metal-substituted azurins. For example, could these facets of outer-sphere ET tuning be used to create more reactive cobalt-substituted (15) or iron-substituted (16) azurin? Changing the inner-sphere (Met121Glu) allows transient access to Fe$^{II}$ azurin (17), but more work regarding ET tuning, and concomitant changes to reactivity, is needed.

Finally, the type 1 (blue) oxidized (Cu$^{II}$) form of HPAz is only transiently stable, changing to a secondary product (green form) over the course of seconds. The origin of this instability appears to be structural, as suggested by EPR and X-ray data. It is surprising that the high-potential site does not oxidize a nearby (9 Å) Tyr residue (Tyr72); the $E^\circ$ for Tyr at pH 6.5 is within 30 mV of Cu$^{II}$/HPAz. Instead, the Cu$^{II}$ site appears to move away from Cys112, relaxing to a form with a lower $E^\circ$. Nature has evolved a great many ways to cope with strongly oxidizing embedded sites (18, 19). This new HPAz protein offers a unique platform to investigate, in a detailed way, the factors that stabilize and destabilize embedded metal sites with extreme ($\pm 1$ V) reduction potentials.

Our collective view of how nature finely adjusts redox reactivity at a limited number of protein sites, using a limited number of transition metals, is rapidly evolving. The work of Hosseinzadeh et al. (1) and previous work from the Lu laboratory (10) demonstrate that we can now rationally tune reduction potentials in proteins using primarily outer-sphere mutations. Such outer-sphere changes can induce profound effects in $E^\circ$ while preserving most of the natural spectroscopic and ET parameters of the embedded site, which is a remarkable achievement. This work opens new doors to studying the behavior of strongly reducing or oxidizing metal sites in protein frameworks. Furthermore, we can now, in a more comprehensive manner, start envisioning modified proteins that can be designed to carry out transformations relevant to energy and the environment.
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